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EDITORIAL

Fight and flight: how long will we lose this game of chess? Pain and
autonomic nervous system
Luta e fuga: quanto tempo vamos perder este jogo de xadrez? Dor e sistema nervoso
autônomo
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Pain is an increasingly studied topic around the world. Not only about defining what pain is, but also the factors that influence its
occurrence. Is feeling pain somenthing natural? Or is it just “normal”? An ordinary thing! Well, it depends on which way pain clinician
or student directs their gaze. With that, we can say that the nervous system is “the key” of pain management. After all, how to feel pain
without the nervous system? How is it possible to feel any sensation, whether of pleasure or not, without it? And, thinking on this way,
it is known that both central nervous system (CNS) and somatic nervous system (SNS) are responsible for interpreting, recognizing
and modulating potential pain stimuli1,2. Sounds like simple, right? but it’s not!!! Then, we would like to invite you to think of pain
management as a game of chess. So, we wonder if there is something missing from this game! Well, we strongly believe so; and this
“something” is the autonomic nervous system (ANS).
Many people subjugate the intimate “pain and ANS” relationship and we understand why that happens. ANS is commonly interpreted as “viscera´s nervous system”, especially when we refer to heart and intestines. So, it is considered a primitive nervous system.
And this “primitive” speech brings a negative terminology about this system, by the way, extremely complex. After all, the CNS is
supposed to be specialized; it will never be considered primitive. And, at this point, we draw your attention to the expressive number
of receptors, physiological and hormonal pathways and autonomic nerve endings present in the CNS. And we’re not just talking about
the brainstem, the bulbar topography, but the telencephalon. The brain!
We emphasize here that it is not the fact that autonomic structures are present at the supraspinal level that supports the argument that
the ANS is linked to pain. But there is interaction between these systems that interfere in the interpretation of pain, as a sensation
and even an emotion. And this fact is closely linked to central sensitization3. Autonomic neurons present in the hippocampus lead to
the maintenance of pain memory. Limbic cortex and amygdala are strongly responsible for pain sensation, and these are areas mostly
modulated by autonomic pathways4. Let’s go deeper; N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), glutamatergic receptors, are hyper-excited, for
example, in situations that demand our surveillance, and they are what keep us in the focus of attention. “Fight and flight”, two typical
behaviors of the ANS function description are only allowed because we have high glutamatergic discharge.
In this discreet reasoning, we hope to have managed to draw your attention to the point of view in which central pain sensitization is
modulated by the ANS. We elevate the discussion beyond the doors of acute pain. We are talking about pain chronification and we
recommend that you relate what has been said with the concept of nociplastic pain5. The correlation is clear, isn’t it? After all, how
can pain modulation system go wrong, causing your nerve circuitry to derange in a chronic but non-specific way? In other words, for
no real reason? Or grounded? Is it because we are still “stubborn” in turning our eyes to the CNS and the sympathetic SNS only? Is it
because we can see nerves, spinal cord, brain mass, receptors, but not neurotags? Neural networks.
It is something to think about, or rather, it is something to reason about, research, investigate and soon bring to clinical practice.
Finally, we invite you, whether a researcher, clinician, pain scholar, whatever, to sit down once again at the front of this chessboard,
where we try to understand the pieces to be moved and to treat our patient’s pain and consider the SNA pieces in the play. Perhaps,
the game will become more complex due to the addition of this whole new system, however, the chances of winning the play will
grow strongly.
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